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12 centovacast section 2 managing accounts external file specifies where to store file updates, and optionally a prefix to use when names the file. file format specifies the format for the update data. name prefix specifies a prefix for the file names. newer files are automatically saved in the same
directory but with the name appended with the corresponding time stamp, so "00:00" will name the newest file in the directory. older files are automatically saved in the same directory but with the name appended with the corresponding time stamp, so "06:44" will name the oldest file in the
directory. this time stamp is reset when you start a new stream, so updating a file will cause any old files to be overwritten. unless you specify "always" as the value for the file format, an older file that does not have a corresponding timestamp will be overwritten. the file format also includes: the
size of a chunk; page 14 / 24 11 centovacast section 2 managing accounts auto file update the auto-update option automatically updates the following files: files the files tab includes options for uploading various sound files for use by the streaming server. these include: introduction file specifies
the introduction media file for the stream. the introduction file is an mp3 file that is played immediately after each listener connects, before tuning in to the live stream. this may be useful for for station identification or advertisement purposes. fallback file specifies the fallback media file for the
stream. the fallback file is an mp3 file that is played in a loop if the source stream disconnects. without a fallback file, listeners will either hear silence, or be disconnected entirely if the source stream disconnects server overrides note: this tab is only available when using the shoutcast streaming
server software, and does not appear when using icecast. the server overrides tab includes options for forcing certain settings to override values provided by a source application. options include: stream title format specifies the format for the stream title displayed in listeners' media players. set
this to anything you want, and optionally include the symbol %s anywhere in the stream to insert the stream title provided by the streaming source. stream url format specifies the format for the stream url displayed in listeners' media players. set this to anything you want, and optionally include
the symbol %s anywhere in the stream to insert the stream url provided by the streaming source. page 11 / 24
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